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Abstract. In this paper we present a proposal for introducing hint
adaptive selection in an adaptive web-based testing environment. To this
end, a discussion of some aspects concerning the adaptive selection mech-
anism for hints is presented, which results in the statement of two axioms
that such hints must fulfil. Then, an empirical study with real students is
presented, whose goal is to evaluate a tentative bank of items with their
associated hints to determine the usefulness of such hints for different
knowledge levels and to calibrate both test items and hints.

1 Introduction

Testing is commonly used in many educational contexts with different purposes:
grading, self-assessment, diagnostic assessment, etc. In order to improve the ef-
ficiency of the diagnosis process, adaptive testing systems select the next best
question to be asked according to the relevant characteristics of the examinee.
In this way, higher accuracy can be reached with a significant reduction in test
length. In literature, there are different proposals for adaptive testing [1], [2].
One of the most commonly used is the Item Response Theory (IRT) [3], which
has a well-founded theoretical background which assumes that the answer to
a question depends on an unknown latent numerical trait. The latent trait θ
represents a psychological factor that we want to measure and that is not di-
rectly observable. In educational environments, the latent trait corresponds to
the knowledge of the subject being tested.

In any adaptive educational system, it is necessary to have accurate estima-
tions of the student’s knowledge level in order to take the most suitable instruc-
tional action. In this sense, Computerized Adaptive Tests (CATs) [4] based on
IRT provide a powerful, efficient and reliable diagnosis tool. SIETTE [5], [6] is
a web-based assessment environment that allows the construction and adminis-
tration of conventional tests and CATs based on a discretization of IRT. One
of the most relevant characteristics of SIETTE is that it is an open assessment
tool, i.e, it can be easily integrated into any web-based learning system. In this
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way, SIETTE can be responsible for all the tasks concerning student modelling
(basically creation and maintenance of the student model). This system can be
accessed at http://www.lcc.uma.es/SIETTE.

One of the contributions to educational psychology in the XX century is Vigot-
skii’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [7], defined as ”the distance between
the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving
and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving
under adult guidance or in collaboration with a more capable peer”. A short
operational definition useful for our purposes is given in [8]: the zone defined by
the difference between a child’s (in our case, person’s) test performance under
two conditions: with or without assistance.

Soon after the definition of the ZPD, attempts to apply this concept were made
in the context of the test administration, under the two conditions described
(with or without assistance), typically with the aim of classifying students in
order to allocate them in the most appropriate educational program. But the
main goal of the work presented here is different: to build a model that allows
the integration of adaptive assistance in the adaptive testing procedure within
the SIETTE system.

Hinting can be considered a general and effective tactic for human tutoring.
In this sense, some researchers have put the emphasis on the mechanisms used
by students to request hints when needed [9, 10]. On the other hand, many Intel-
ligent Tutoring Systems also give hints to the student, like for example, ANDES
[11], which calculates the score according to the correctness of the student’s an-
swer and the number of hints received; or AnimalWatch [12], which has different
types of hints available (highly/low interactive and specific/symbolic hints) and
adapts such hints to relevant features of the student such as the level of cognitive
development and gender. It can be observed that human tutors maintain a rough
assessment of the student’s performance (the trait in our approach) in order to
select a suitable hint [13].

Consequently, we will assume that assistance is represented by hints, h1,...,
hn that provide different levels of support for each test question (commonly
known as items in adaptive testing environments). By adaptive assistance we
mean that the hint to be presented will be selected by the system depending
on where the item is in the ZPD, in such a way that it provides the minimal
amount of information and yet the student will still be able to correctly answer
such an item.

The work presented here further extends our investigation about introduc-
ing hints and feedback in adaptive testing, presented in [12]. Now, our main
objectives are:

– Definition of a theoretical framework for adaptive hinting selection.
– Empirical study of the feasibility of the approach. To this end, an item bank

has been developed for a course. Each item had a set of hints assigned. This
bank has been tested in several experiments, all of them with real students.
The final goal of these experiments was to validate the hints developed.
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A further issue considered in paper is the calibration of the pairs of item-hints.
Once this procedure has been accomplished, it will allow tests to be delivered
in which both items and hints are adaptively selected according to the current
estimation of the student’s knowledge level.

2 Computerized Adaptive Testing and Item Response
Theory

The CAT theory when combined with IRT allows a well-founded administration
of adaptive tests. A Computerized Adaptive Test is a computer-based test where
the decision to present a test item and the decision to finish the test are dynam-
ically made depending on the examinee’s performance in previous answers. If
the CATs of two examinees are compared, each one of them will usually receive
different sequences of items, and even different items. To properly administrate
a CAT, each item i in the item bank is assigned an Item Characteristic Curve
(ICC). An ICC is a function representing the probability of a correct answer to
that item given the student’s knowledge level θ, which is unknown but supposed
to be constant during the whole test. The probability Pi of succeeding when
answering a test item (ui = 1) can be computed as Pi = P (ui = 1|θ), and the
probability Qi of failing as Qi = P (ui = 0|θ) = 1 − P (ui = 1|θ). If the test is
composed of n items, knowing their ICCs, and assuming local independence of
items, a likelihood function L can be constructed as shown below:

L(u1, u2, ..., un|θ) =
n∏

i=1

PuiQ1−ui (1)

The maximum of this function gives an estimation of the most likely value
of θ. A probability distribution of θ can be obtained by applying Bayes’ rule
n times. It is usually assumed that ICCs belong to a family of functions that
depend on one, two or three parameters. These functions are constructed based
on the normal or the logistic distribution functions. For example, in the three-
parameter logistic model (3PL)[14] the ICC is described by:

CCIi(θ) = ci + (1 − ci)
1

1 + e−1.7ai(θ−bi)
(2)

where ci is the guessing factor, bi is the item difficulty and ai is the discrimination
factor. The guessing factor is the probability that a student with no knowledge at
all answers the item correctly. The question difficulty represents the knowledge
level in which the student has equal probability of answering or failing the item,
in addition to the guessing factor. The discrimination factor is proportional to
the slope of the curve.

Based upon the IRT and the CAT theory, our group has developed and im-
plemented the SIETTE for adaptive testing construction and administration via
the Web. In contrast with traditional IRT-based proposals, the knowledge level
in SIETTE is a discrete variable that can take n + 1 values v0 < v1 < ... < vn
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(in the sections which follow, we will represent these values as 0, 1, ..., n). In
this way, in SIETTE ICCs are represented by vectors of n + 1 elements. Hence,
computation of Bayes’ rule is simply turned into a product of n + 1 values plus
a normalization procedure. The main advantage of this discretization is that it
improves the computational efficiency of the calculus, turning SIETTE into a
scalable system. However, this entails a slight loss of accuracy in estimations.

3 Introducing Hints in an Adaptive Testing-Based
Assessment Model

To introduce hints in the model, let us first define some terms:

– Item. We use this term to generically denote a question or exercise posed to a
student. The solution of such task or question could be provided in different
manners: by selecting one or more choices available within the item, or even
allowing the examinee to write a brief text.

– A test is a sequence of items.
– Hint. A hint is an additional piece of information that is presented to the

student after posing an item and before he/she answers it. Hints may provide
an explanation of the stem, clues for rejecting one or more choices, indications
on how to proceed, etc. Hints can be invoked in two different ways: a) actively,
i.e., when the examinee asks for the hint by clicking a button; or b) passively,
that is, when the hint is triggered as a consequence of his/her behavior while
answering the item, indicating that the student has reached an impasse (for
example, too much time waiting).

Let us see a simple example. Consider the following test item:

What is the result of the expression: 1/8 + 1/4?
a) 3/4 b)2/4 c)3/8 d)2/8

Possible hints may be:

Hint 1. 1/4 can be also represented as 2/8.
Hint 2. First, find equivalent fractions so they have
the same denominator.
Hint 3. Once fractions have the same denominator,
sum up numerators.

In the work presented here, a simplifying assumption is that hints do not
modify student’s knowledge (i.e., no student learning occurs either while test-
ing or when receiving hints). This assumption is usual in adaptive testing (the
trait θ remains constant during the test), and makes the model computationally
tractable. In our case, this hypothesis means that hints do not cause a change
in examinee’s knowledge, but there is a change in the ICC shape. In this way,
the hint brings the question from the ZPD to the student’s knowledge level. In
this sense, the combination of the item plus the hint can be considered as a new
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item. This new (virtual) item can be treated and measured in the same way as
the other items in the test: the new item is represented by a new ICC whose
parameters can be estimated using the traditional techniques. However, both
ICC’s are not independent of each other. First of all, the use of a hint should
make the question easier. This condition can be stated in mathematical terms
by the following:

Axiom 1. Given an item q and a hint h, for all knowledge levels k, the following
constraint must be fulfilled: CCIq(k) ≤ CCIq+h(k). ICCq represents the origi-
nal item characteristic curve and ICCq+h represents the characteristic curve of
the item with the hint.

If the examinee uses a combination of hints, the question should become even
easier. Mathematically this condition can be written as follows:

Axiom 2. Given an item q, a set of hints H and a hint h /∈ H , for all knowledge
levels k, the following constraint must be fulfilled: CCIq+H(k)≤CCIq+H+{h}(k).

For a set of items and their corresponding hints, after the ICC parameters cal-
ibration1 (of the real and virtual items), if the resulting ICCs do not satisfy
the axioms above, it means that the piece of information given is a misleading
element instead of a hint; therefore, it should be rejected. This simple approach
provides us with a useful empirical method that allows validation of the proposed
hints.

In adaptive environments, it makes sense to look for a criterion for adaptively
selecting the best hint to be presented (from a set of available hints). Under the
ZPD framework, if the student is not able to solve the item but this item is in
his/her ZPD, the best hint to be presented would be the one that brings item
I from the ZPD to the zone of the student’s knowledge, and of course it will
depend on how far on the ZPD the item is located. So, for example, if an item
I has three associated hints h1, h2 and h3 at different levels of detail, it means
that each hint is suitable for a different part of the ZPD.

Therefore, the selection of hi as the best hint to be presented would mean that
the item I lies in ZPDi for this particular student. A possibility for adaptive
selection of hints is to use classical adaptive item selection mechanisms, e.g. given
the knowledge estimation θ(k) for a student, and given two hints h1, h2, with
ICCq+{h1}(k) and ICCq+{h2}(k), the best hint to use is the one that minimizes
the expected variance of the posterior probability distribution. This mechanism
is simple to implement and does not require substantial modifications in the
adaptive testing procedure, because the test is only used for assessment and not
as a learning tool. However, the use of adaptive hints in this context can provide
positive stimuli and, as a consequence, increase student self-confidence.

1 The calibration process consists of inferring ICCs from the student initial score.
As a result, a first estimation of the student knowledge θ can be computed from
these ICCs. This procedure will iterate until an equilibrium is reached. Therefore,
students having asked for more hints (i.e., those students which presumably answered
”easier” items), obtain a score which is very close to the one obtained when no hints
are requested. ICCs take into account the lower or greater item ”difficulty”.
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4 Experiments with Real Students

An important first step towards the integration of this new adaptive hints ap-
proach into the SIETTE system is the calibration of the virtual items resulting
from the combination of items and hints. Calibration of hints is a difficult goal,
and, to this end, a methodology composed of several steps must be observed:

1. First of all, an item bank must be developed. Each item must also have
several hints assigned.

2. Second, items must be administered to a student sample by means of a
conventional (i.e. non-adaptive) test. After that, characteristic curves of real
and virtual items must be calibrated.

3. Finally, once the ICCs have been inferred, adaptive administration of the
test and the hints assigned with its items can be accomplished.

Regarding the first step, an item bank relating to a course of Language Proces-
sors has been developed. This course is taught at the Computer Science School
in the University of Málaga (Spain). Each item has 2, 3 or 4 associated hints.
Examples of such items are:

1. What is the output of the following LEX program with input abc?
ab/c { printf(’’one’’); }
c { printf’’two’’); }
abc { printf(’’three’’); }

a) three b) one two c) one d) one two three

Hint 1. yytext does not contain the characters on the right
hand side of the lookahead operator ’’/’’.
Hint 2. When the regular expression includes a lookahead
operator, the length of the string matched corresponds to the
part of the expression on the left of the operator.

2. Let T be the set of all ASCII characters from 0 to 127. The set
of all strings that can be formed with the symbols of T, can be
represented in LEX by the regular expression:

a)(.|\n)* b)[a-zA-Z0-9]* c).* d)[.]*

Hint 1. The .(dot) operator represents any ASCII
character, except the end of the line.
Hint 2. The .(dot) operator does not have any special
meaning when it is used inside the brackets [].
Hint 3. The ASCII alphabet includes more than letters and
digits, it also includes operators, punctuation symbols,
parenthesis, and other special characters.
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In the second step, three experiments have been carried out, with a total num-
ber of 263 individuals. Experiments included students taking the Language Pro-
cessors course during 2003/04, 2004/05 and 2005/06. The sample size was 100, 80
and 83 students, respectively. All students were graded by means of a non-adaptive
test-based exam composed of 20 items. These tests were administered using the
SIETTE system. Students had a time limit of 45 minutes available to complete the
test. The majority of students (87%), completed the test. 97% of them answered
at least 18 items. All these data were used in the analysis described in this paper.
For each test item, students were given the possibility of requesting a hint. It was
a heterogeneous test where several types of items were combined (multiple-choice
with just one correct choice, multiple-choice with more than one correct choice
and fill-in-the-blank items). The same 20 items were posed to all students, but in
a different order, in order to avoid cheating. Once a student requested a hint, it
was randomly selected from the pool of hints assigned to the item.

The scoring method differed according to the experiment. In all of them, for
each correctly solved, the student was awarded 1 point (in order to pass the
exam students needed a minimum of ten points). However if a hint had been
used, the correct solution only gave 0.5 points in the first experiment, 0,75 in
the second, and 1 (i.e., no penalization) in the third one.

Table 1. Portion of students answering correctly

Item 1 No hint Hint 1 Hint 2 Item 2 No hint Hint 1 Hint 2 Hint 3

Correct 108 20 25 Correct 134 20 13 20
Total 198 29 34 Total 176 31 26 27
Percentage 54,5% 68,9% 73,5% Percentage 76,1% 64,5% 50% 74%

Table 1 collects the results for items 1 and 2. It shows the number of stu-
dents who correctly answered the corresponding item. The second row contains
the portion of students, and the third row the corresponding percentage. For
instance, the pair 108/198 in the first position of the first row, indicates that
198 individuals answered item 1 without asking for hints, and from this set, only
108 students gave the correct answer.

Fig. 1 shows the total percentage average of hints requested for each item and
experiment. The total use of hints was 8, 7 and 53%, respectively. This suggests
students only perceived qualitatively the penalty applied for hint requesting,
since there are not significant differences between the first two experiments,
in spite of the fact that the penalization in the second experiment was lower.
The use of hints was much more frequent in the third experiment because, as
explained before, they were not penalized. Still, there were students that decided
not to ask for hints, probably because they knew (or thought they knew) the
correct answer or because the time of the test was limited and they did not want
to waste time reading the hint.

With regarding to the real usefulness of hints, which we define as the percent-
age of items successfully answered after requesting a hint, this was around 50%
(more specifically, 38%, 47% and 56% in each of the three experiments).
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Fig. 1. Results about the use of hints in the three experiments

4.1 Item Calibration Under the 3PL Model Analysis

Much more interesting is a whole analysis of the ICC achieved using the IRT. For
this purpose, we will assume all ICCs follow the 3PL model, formerly expressed
in equation 2.

In this new experiment, 81 ICCs have been calibrated: 20 curves corresponding
to the real items, and in addition, the curves of the 61 virtual items obtained
from the combination of each pair item+hint. To this end, we have used one of
the most popular item calibration tools in IRT, i.e., MULTILOG [15]. Results

Fig. 2. ICCs of items 1 and 2
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show that student knowledge level distribution (θ) is normal with a mean of
0, 018 and standard deviation of 0, 337. That is, 99, 7% of the sample exhibit θ
values located at the interval [−1, 1]. Fig. 2 depicts the results for items 1 and
2 in this interval. The horizontal axis displays the knowledge level (θ), and the
vertical axis the probability of correctly answering the item. The calibrated ICCs
of the items without hints are represented by a dotted line.

As can be seen, after this analysis, hints of item 1 are useful only from a certain
knowledge threshold. This threshold is located at the intersection of both curves.
Hint 1 is useful for the majority of students but, in contrast, hint 2 is only useful
for those whose knowledge level satisfies the following constraint: θ > −0, 35,
i.e., for the 84% of the sample individuals. Regarding item 2, observe that hint
1 does not provide any improvement in the success percentage, and its curve is
very close to the one corresponding to the original item. Consequently, we can
infer that it does not contain relevant information to help students solve the
item. Likewise, hint 2 is counterproductive for the majority of students. Finally,
hint 3 is as a misleading element (note that the slope of the ICC is negative) so
this hint should be discarded.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented some ideas about hint adaptive selection in an adaptive
testing environment, based upon IRT constructs. Hints are considered not as
knowledge modifiers, but as modifiers of the ICC of an item. Some formal axioms
that every model of hints must satisfy have been stated and informally justified.

We have also described the three different experiments with real students
which we carried out between 2003 and 2006. In those experiments three stu-
dent samples took a test composed of the same items. Once an item was posed,
students were given the possibility of asking for a hint. Depending on the exper-
iment, the use of a hint was penalized.

Finally, we have performed the ICC calibration based on well-founded IRT-
based techniques. Calibration was done for each item, and also, for each virtual
item, resulting from each pair item+hint. The input data used for calibration
was the performance of real students who took the test in the three former
experiments. Thanks to the ICCs inferred from calibration, we have got not
only a set of calibrated ICCs, but a mechanism to discern between useful and
useless hints, and to remove those hints that confuse the students.

Plans for immediate future work involve the adaptive administration of both
items and hints and, accordingly, the evaluation of the benefits of our proposal.
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